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a b s t r a c t 

Retweeting or reposting a message is considered as an easily available information diffusion mechanism 

provided by Twitter or any other social network sites. By finding out why a user retweets a tweet, or pre- 

dicting whether a tweet will be retweeted by a user, we can not only understand user’s behavior or inter- 

est better, but also understand how information is diffused on the online social network. In this survey 

paper, we have explored various research works related to retweet prediction and retweeting behavior 

analysis, investigated the underlying reasons for spreading information in forms of retweets, and dis- 

cussed the challenges of retweet related research. The purpose of the paper is to provide an overview of 

researches in retweet prediction area, which can be used as an introductory guide for future researchers 

in this field. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Human beings tend to be social in nature. Being social not only

means to live in a society but also means to exchange views and

information with the members of the society. Traditional social

network represents a society in a specific geographical location, or

serving a specific purpose (e.g., common interest). But the boon of

the Internet helps us form society including people from all over

the world and serving all kinds of purposes. In simple words, on-

line social network is the network of people formed over the Inter-

net. It carries a great amount of data which reflect its users’ inter-

est, behavior, and activities. It has the ability to spread information

all around the world in the least amount of time. The data col-

lected from these social networks have the potential to make effec-

tive contribution in many different areas of research, such as mar-

keting, business analysis, human psychology analysis, etc. Among

them, one important area is to study their use as a mechanism for

information diffusion. 

Twitter is one of the most popular and widely used online so-

cial network sites. Twitter allows its users to create profile, publish

messages, and share information with others. On Twitter, users’

posts are known as tweets which are not more than 140 characters

long. These tweets may contain URLs, hashtags (keywords followed

by "#" symbol used to categorize the tweet), mentions (other

users’ usernames followed by "@" symbol), and emoticons. Users

can also include photos and videos in their tweets. In Twitter, there
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xists follower–followee relationship between users. When a user

ants to subscribe to other users’ posts, he can follow them. For

xample, if user A follows user B, A is known as follower of B and

 is known as followee of A. Twitter allows its users to maintain

ne-way relationship; that means user A can follow any other user

hereas it is not mandatory that other users have to follow A . In

his type of relationship, it is very typical to follow celebrities and

amous people to get continuous update from them. When user A

ollows B, B ’s posts will appear in A’ s Twitter main page. A can also

ike and repost B ’s tweets. These reposts are known as retweets.

etweets are reposted tweets which look like original tweets with

eyword "RT" and author’s username (followed by "@" symbol) at

he beginning of the text. Retweeters are also allowed to add their

wn comments with the original text. In this case, the retweeter’s

ext is placed at the beginning of the retweet. 

The research on information diffusion in online social networks

s mainly focused on the following three general research questions

21] : (i) Which piece of information is being popular and diffused

astly? (ii) How information is diffused in a certain path in the

etwork and why? and (iii) Which members in the network are

laying important role in information diffusion? These three ques-

ions are common for any social network related information dif-

usion research. They can be applied to research on information

iffusion in Twitter too. 

Since retweet is a feature provided by Twitter as an easily ac-

essible and popular information diffusion mechanism, there are

lso specific research questions that are closely related to Twit-

er’s own distinctive characteristics, and most of the diffusion re-

ated research works are focused on user’s retweet activity. Twitter

etwork is not based on two-way relation and personal connec-

ion, rather it allows users to follow topic or people who they find

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.osnem.2018.04.001
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nteresting. So, the diffusion is fast and can engage a large number

f users in short time. In Twitter, user is the main actor in retweet-

ng activity, so their interest and intention are mainly explored by

he researchers. Twitter also provides hashtag feature which al-

ows users to track and follow topic and information according

o their interest and need. Retweeting tweets with hashtags help

o spread topic-related information quickly to large audience. The

road spectrum of retweet-related research includes research on

rediction of retweets, retweeters, retweet counts, popularity of

weets as well as tweet recommendation. Some research papers

xplore, analyze, and predict user’s retweet activity, some papers

re focused on finding out potential retweeters, whereas other pa-

ers investigate the underlying reasons of why some tweets get

ore retweets or are spreading more virally. These research papers

an be categorized based on their focus and research question that

hey try to answer in their work. Based on the general questions

isted earlier, in this paper, we define three main Twitter-specific

nformation diffusion related research questions as follows: 

1. Which tweet will be retweeted by the user? 

2. Who will retweet the target tweet? 

3. Why do some tweets get more retweets? 

In these papers, users’ retweeting activity is mainly investigated

rom two perspectives: local and global. In case of local perspec-

ive, retweeting activity is explored from individual user’s point

f view. Every user’s profile and interest are investigated to ex-

lore his retweet decision. The first research and second research

uestion are focused on retweet activity from local perspective. In

ase of global perspective, tweets’ general characteristics are inves-

igated to find their retweetability. These types of research papers

re focused on the third research question. 

Retweeting activity is mainly dependent on three factors:

ser/reader of the tweet, author of the tweet, and content of the

weet. User represents the target user who gets the tweets in his

imeline and decides the retweet action; author is the publisher

f the target tweet; and content represents the target tweet itself

ncluding the terms, their meanings as well as the overall informa-

ion carried by the tweet. Every factor can be described by multi-

le features. The relation between user and author is one type of

eature that is associated with both of them. We can consider it

ither as an author factor or a user factor. To make our discussion

nambiguous, in the rest of this paper, we treat it as a user factor.

In this paper, we would like to give an in-depth review on re-

earch works related to retweet. In particular, we focus on retweet-

ng behavior analysis and retweet prediction because most of the

esearch works presented here are analyzing retweet behavior and

roposing retweet prediction models. We have also included some

apers on tweet recommendation and retweeter prediction be-

ause these research works are quite related to retweet prediction.

weet recommender system predicts retweets to build recommen-

ation model considering retweet as an indicator of user’s pref-

rence. Retweeter prediction explores user’s interest on tweets to

nd potential retweeters. The paper will give a detailed descrip-

ion of retweet prediction process, including the major categories

f features used for prediction, the common prediction models,

valuation metrics, datasets, as well as a discussion on challenges

nd open research issues. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

cribes the categorization of papers based on aforementioned three

witter-specific research questions. Section 3 provides the analy-

es of user’s retweeting behavior. Section 4 explains the detailed

teps for retweet prediction. Section 5 briefly describes wor ks on

nformation diffusion using retweet. Section 6 gives a discussion

n research challenges and open issues related to retweet predic-

ion and Section 7 concludes the paper. 
. Categorization of research papers 

In Table 1 , we have categorized the research papers based on

he research questions they try to answer in their work. Though

any research works have been done on retweet, their primary

bjectives can be different. In this section, we have described the

ategorization of retweet related research papers based on their

rimary objective to solve one of the three Twitter-specific re-

earch questions through their work. 

The first research question is focused on investigating and pre-

icting the tweets which will be retweeted by the user. These re-

earch papers can be further categorized based on their primary

bjectives. In the first sub-category, the primary objective is to

nalyze and investigate the factors that have influence on users’

etweet activity. In these papers, researchers list all features that

ight have impact on users’ retweeting activity and then they

nalyzed the effects of these features on users’ retweeting be-

avior to identify the most influencing features. Comarela et al.

14] explored some important features such as user’s prior inter-

ction with author, author’s tweeting rate, content of tweet on

ser’s retweeting behavior. This research revealed some interest-

ng behavioral details behind a user’s retweet decision. Sun et al.

52] studied the influence of serendipitous information on user’s

etweet behavior and showed that users like to propagate tweets

ontaining serendipitous information. 

In the second sub-category, the objective is to not only ex-

lore and analyze the features influencing user’s retweeting behav-

or but also propose retweet prediction models based on their in-

estigated features. Research papers in this spectrum, investigate

nd predict retweet behavior from the perspective of individual

sers. Peng et al. [42] explored content influence, network influ-

nce, and temporal decay factor on users’ retweeting decision and

roposed Conditional Random Field (CRF) based retweet prediction

odel using features that define tweet’s content influence, user’s

etwork influence, and temporal influence on user’s retweet deci-

ion. Zhang et al. [64] explored the influence of friends from user’s

go-network on his retweeting activity and then proposed retweet

rediction model using only their explored features based on so-

ial influence locality. Zhang et al. [66] explored influence of au-

hor, network structure, content of tweet, and temporal informa-

ion on user’s retweeting probability and then proposed Hierarchi-

al Dirichlet Process based retweet prediction model incorporating

hese features. Xu and Yang [59] analyzed different features to de-

elop retweet prediction model from the perspective of individual

sers. Their purpose was to investigate the importance of differ-

nt author-based, social-relationship based, and content-based fea-

ures on user’s retweet decision. They explored the effectiveness of

ndividual feature by developing and comparing the performance

f retweet prediction models with different features. Yang et al.

62] also analyzed different features related to user interest, con-

ent of tweet, and time on user’s retweeting behavior and then

roposed factor-graph-based retweet prediction model. Xu et al.

60] analyzed the influence of social friends and breaking news

n user’s retweeting behavior and incorporated these influences

n their proposed mixture latent topic retweet prediction model.

oang and Lim [23] analyzed three behavioral factors: topic vi-

ality, user virality and user susceptibility on users’ retweet deci-

ion and proposed a tensor factorization retweet prediction model

hich represents retweets as three-dimensional tensors based on

he mentioned factors. We can see that author influence, social in-

uence/friend’s influence, and content of the messages are some

ommon factors which had been explored by many researchers.

hese research works made remarkable contribution to the field

ecause they worked with different datasets and used different

echanisms to describe as well as analyze the effects of these fac-

ors to build efficient retweet prediction models. 
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Table 1 

Paper categorization based on the research questions. 

Research question Primary objective Title Reference 

Which tweets will be retweeted by user? Analyze features influencing retweet activity Understanding factors that affect response rates in 

Twitter 

[14] 

Unexpected relevance: an empirical study of 

serendipity in retweets 

[52] 

Analyze features influencing retweet activity and 

build retweet prediction model based on those 

features as well 

Retweet modeling using conditional random fields [42] 

Social influence locality for modeling retweeting 

behaviors. 

[64] 

Retweet behavior prediction using hierarchical 

Dirichlet process 

[66] 

Analyzing user retweet behavior on twitter [59] 

Understanding retweeting behaviors in social 

networks 

[62] 

Modeling user posting behavior on social media [60] 

Retweeting: an act of viral users, susceptible users, 

or viral topics? 

[23] 

Design effective retweet prediction model Retweet behavior prediction in twitter [25] 

Why do people retweet? Anti-homophily win the 

day! 

[39] 

A multidimensional nonnegative matrix 

factorization model for retweeting behavior 

prediction 

[57] 

Message clustering based matrix factorization 

model for retweeting behavior prediction 

[27] 

Identifying retweetable tweets with a personalized 

global classifier 

[56] 

Retweet prediction with attention-based deep 

neural network 

[67] 

Design effective tweet recommendation model User oriented tweet ranking: a filtering approach 

to microblogs 

[55] 

Twitter user modeling and tweets recommendation 

based on Wikipedia concept graph 

[36] 

Collaborative personalized tweet recommendation [13] 

Who will retweet the target tweet? Finding out retweeters Who will retweet me? Finding retweeters in 

Twitter 

[37] 

Who will retweet this? Detecting strangers from 

Twitter to retweet information 

[32] 

Why do some tweets get more retweets? Finding out the reasons behind spreading of 

information by retweet activity 

RT to Win! Predicting message propagation in 

Twitter 

[44] 

Want to be retweeted? Large scale analytics on 

factors impacting retweet in twitter network 

[51] 

Predicting retweet count using visual cues [10] 

Modeling and predicting retweeting dynamics on 

microblogging platforms 

[19] 

Bad news travel fast: a content-based analysis of 

interestingness on twitter 

[41] 

Analyzing and predicting viral tweets [26] 

Emotional divergence influences information 

spreading in Twitter 

[45] 

Political communication and influence through 

microblogging – an empirical analysis of sentiment 

in Twitter messages and retweet behavior 

[50] 

Role of sentiment in message propagation: reply 

vs. retweet behavior in political communication 

[30] 
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In the third sub-category, the primary objective is to develop

retweet prediction models based on already known features. The

focus for these research papers is on the design of effective

prediction models. They use different machine learning methods

to build novel and accurate retweet prediction models. Huang

et al. [25] proposed a novel methodology based on Bayes model

to find user’s interest in different categories and predicts user’s

retweet decision depending on the interest measurement. Mac-

skassy and Michelson [39] developed different retweet predic-

tion models: general/random decision based, recent communica-

tion based, on-topic based, and homophily based to have detailed

understanding on users’ retweet decision. Wang et al. [57] and

Jiang et al. [27] proposed matrix factorization retweet prediction

models. Wang et al. [57] used user-based and content-based fea-

tures to incorporate user similarity, activity, interest, and con-

tent’s influence on his retweeting activity and developed nonneg-

ative matrix factorization retweet prediction model. Jiang et al.
27] tried to avoid the complexity of finding user similarity in

 large network. So, they only utilized the impact of message

imilarity on user’s retweeting behavior and proposed message-

lustering-based retweet prediction model using matrix factoriza-

ion technique. Zhang et al. [67] designed retweet prediction model

sing attention based deep neural network incorporating user’s in-

erests and user/author information. The capability of deep neural

etwork to learn optimal features automatically helped them build

 state-of-the-art prediction model without the complex task of

eature engineering. Vougiouk et al. [56] investigated the effective-

ess of different feature sets based on user, author, and content of

he tweet, built logistic-regression-based personalized retweet pre-

iction model and proposed a state-of-the-art model with only 10

eatures. These research works are mainly focused on the design of

rediction models and they did not intend to analyze the influenc-

ng features on user’s retweet behavior, rather they explored differ-

nt machine learning techniques to design one competent model. 
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In the fourth sub-category, researchers worked on the detection

f retweetable tweets in order to design tweet recommender sys-

em considering retweetable tweets as user’s preferred item. Uysal

nd Croft [55] explored different user, author, and content-based

eatures to define tweet’s interestingness and used learning to rank

trategy to define retweet-likelihood-based tweet ranking. Lu et al.

36] considered retweets as tweets relevant to user’s interest and

anked tweets based on their similarity with user profile developed

sing Wikipedia concept graph. Assuming user’s retweeting action

s their personal preferences based on usefulness and informative-

ess of the tweets, Chen et al. [13] developed a personalized tweet

ecommender system using collaborative ranking method. Though

rimary objective of these research papers is to design personal-

zed tweet recommender system, they did investigate on the be-

aviors of the retweetable tweets because retweetability is a good

ndication of being a good recommendation candidate. 

The second research question is related to finding potential

etweeters, or identifying who is more likely to retweet a tweet

mong all the followers of the author of the tweet. Since retweet

s a significant mechanism for information diffusion, finding out

roper target users is an important task in order to spread the

nformation efficiently. Luo et al. [37] and Lee et al. [32] both

ere focused on prediction of potential retweeters for target tweet

hough their approaches towards the problem are different. Lee

t al. [32] aimed to find out retweeters among users who are re-

uested to retweet the tweets on a specific topic. Their purpose

as to find out potential retweeters to spread information during

n emergency case. Luo et al. [37] used learning to rank model

o rank followers based on their retweet probability for a tar-

et tweet. In case of finding out potential retweeters, researchers

ainly put emphasis on feature sets that define follower’s inten-

ion and activity for the task of retweeting. 

It was observed that some tweets have the potential to be

etweeted more by the users. Researchers focusing on the third re-

earch question explored the underlying reasons that caused the

irality of tweets. These research papers did not predict or study

etweet behavior from the perspective of individual users, rather

hey explored the retweetability of a tweet from global perspective.

uh et al. [51] explored a large number of content-based and con-

extual features to find their underlying association with tweet’s

etweetability. The objective of Petrovic et al. [44] was similar to

he work of Suh et al. [51] , but they explored relatively small num-

er of tweet’s content-based features and social features related to

uthor to predict retweetability of streaming tweets. Finding out

ffective f eatures from tweets is a challenging task due to their

ength restriction. To overcome this limitation, Can et al. [10] used

isual cues from the image linked to the tweet to find its retweet-

bility and showed that visual cues served as a competent added

actor to find a tweet’s retweet count. Gao et al. [19] included the

mpact of tweet’s age and users’ time-dependent activity to find

he popularity of tweets. They showed that not only the interest-

ngness of tweets but their posting times also have effect on pop-

larity of tweets. Researchers also investigated the impact of senti-

ents on tweets’ retweet probability [26,30,41,45,50] . With differ-

nt objectives, different settings, and different datasets, all these

esearch papers found that tweets reflecting negative sentiments

ave higher probability to be retweeted by users. 

. Analysis of retweeting behavior 

Users are the main actors in online social networks. They cre-

te, initiate and propagate information. So, users’ retweeting be-

avior has been investigated and analyzed broadly in this area.

hough user’s retweeting decision is subjective, results from these

nalyses can help us gain a better understanding on why they

ake these decisions. Comarela et al. [14] showed that newer
weets, tweets from previously retweeted authors, and authors

ith lower posting rate have higher probability to be retweeted by

he users. The study also showed that users like to retweet shorter

weets. The reason can be that, in case of shorter tweets, users

ight get room to add their own text. Zhang et al. [64] investi-

ated neighbors’ influence on user’s retweet activity. The experi-

ent showed that a user’s retweeting probability was positively

orrelated with number of his active friends whereas the proba-

ility was negatively correlated with the number of connected cir-

les formed by those active friends. The reason can be that a user

ight not be interested to retweet a message which is already

nown by many of his neighbors. Zhang et al. [66] and Petrovic

t al. [44] showed that, author of tweet has good influence on

ser’s retweet activity. When same microblog was posted by two

ifferent authors at different time slot, many users repost the mi-

roblog posted at earlier time even though another same post ap-

eared first in their main page, which clearly indicates the influ-

nce of author on user’s retweeting behavior [66] . It was found

hat author’s authority such as number of followees, number of

imes the author was listed, and inclusion of teen-related topics

ncreases the retweetability of a tweet [44] . 

A large-scaled analysis has been done to find features that have

ood impact on tweet’s retweetability [51] . Suh et al. [51] used

rincipal Component Analysis (PCA) to explore influencing fea-

ures and built Generalized Linear Model to explain the influence

f these features on finding the retweet probability. According to

heir result, the number of followers and followees and age of the

ccount of the author have positive influence on the retweetabil-

ty of a tweet. On the other hand, there is no strong correlation

etween an author’s total number of past tweets and his retweet

ate. As per their analysis, hashtags and URLs have strong correla-

ion with retweetability of a tweet and in case of URLs, the retweet

ate varies in different domains. 

Sun et al. [52] made an interesting finding that users like to

iffuse serendipitous information. They defined serendipity as un-

xpected tweet from source (author) which is useful or relevant

or receiver (user). They developed method using Likelihood Ra-

io Test to check unexpectedness and relevance of tweets. The un-

xpectedness test was eventually a test to find out whether the

weet can be explained by the perceived model (based on the re-

eived information from the source) of the source (developed by

he receiver) or can be explained by the mixture model of mul-

iple contexts. They also developed a preference model of the re-

eiver based on his postings. Then they checked if the tweet is rel-

vant to the user’s posting. If a tweet is unexpected from a source

s well as relevant to the user, it is serendipitous. From this work,

he researchers found that 27% of retweets in Twitter and 30% of

etweets in Weibo contain serendipitous information. 

Lee et al. [32] built models based on user’s personality traits,

ocial behavior, social relation, and content of the tweet to see the

illingness of the user to propagate information when they were

sked to do so during the emergency case. In this research, a good

umber of features have been used to define a user as a potential

etweeter or non-retweeter. User’s activity, personality, readiness

to retweet), and past retweeting behavior related features showed

trong impact on classifying a user as retweeter. Researchers also

onfirmed that aging of a message has impact on its popularity to

e retweeted. As per Gao et al. [19] , popularity of a message to be

etweeted follows power law distribution with its aging process. 

Many researchers investigated the impact of sentiments of

weets on user’s retweeting behavior [26,30,41,45,50] . Based on

heir findings, in general, tweets with negative sentiment were

etweeted more by the users. Jenders et al. [26] showed that

weets with excessive negative sentiments do not have the po-

ential to be viral. Stieglitz and Linh [50] investigated that in

ase of political information diffusion, messages containing posi-
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2 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/overview 

3 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/filter-realtime/overview 
tive or negative sentiment had higher probability to be retweeted

by others. In this case as well, massages with negative sentiment

were retweeted more than messages with positive sentiment. As

a measure of sentiment, researchers mainly considered positive,

negative, and neutral sentimental score of the tweet. Some re-

searchers [26,45] also calculated emotional divergence of a tweet

which is basically the normalized absolute difference between the

positive and negative sentiment score of the tweet. Pfitzner et al.

[45] showed that highly emotionally diverse tweets had five times

higher chance to be retweeted by the users. Naveed et al. [41] used

dictionary-based approach [29] to find sentiments of the tweets. As

a measure of sentiment, they used valence, dominance and arousal

score of a tweet. Researchers also used LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry

and Word Count) program [43] to find the sentiments of tweets

based on the number of words in the tweet which belong to the

following two LIWC categories: "Positive emotion" and "Negative

emotion" [50] . According to an experiment by Berger [5] , an ex-

pert in viral marketing and social influence, people in high arousal

state (after running or jogging) tend to spread information more

than people in low arousal state (sitting still). Berger also showed

that arousal always increases social transmission no matter it is

positive (amusement) or negative (anxiety). Results of Burger’s ex-

periment somehow correlate with user behavior analysis research

for retweeting, as it is found that users usually like to spread infor-

mation containing non-neutral sentiment, especially negative sen-

timent. 

4. Retweet prediction 

The research in retweet prediction is mainly conducted in four

steps. In the first step, researchers collect Twitter dataset and then

in the second step, various features belonging to three factors (au-

thor, user, content) are extracted from the dataset. The third step

includes design of retweet prediction model using the extracted

features. The final step includes evaluation of the proposed model.

In this section, we discuss each of these steps and how they are

implemented in different research works, as well as how the three

tweet-related factors and their corresponding features are utilized

for retweet prediction. Here we have included research on tweet

recommendation because these works are focused on the same re-

search question as retweet prediction (see Table 1 ) and follow the

similar steps as the work on retweet prediction. We have also in-

cluded a few research papers on retweeter prediction as they ex-

plore some important user-author relations and tweet content fea-

tures to find users who might have interest to retweet the tweet. 

4.1. Collection of data 

Data collection is an important step of retweet predic-

tion research. Some research used publicly available dataset

[27,41,57] whereas some collected data from Twitter on their own.

Twitter provides APIs to the developers to get access to Twit-

ter social network data. Researchers use these APIs to gather re-

quired information regarding users, their networks, and tweets

( [42,55,36,10,32,37,44,51,52,60,67] ). Twitter offers two types of

APIs: REST and Streaming. These APIs provide different methods to

get data such as user status information, user’s tweets, user’s fol-

lower/followee information etc. REST API allows developers to get

information based on specific parameters whereas Streaming API

delivers live tweet data based on query. These APIs are available

through Outh-based authorization system. There are also some

limitations of using these APIs. REST API allows to get at most

3200 latest tweets from a user. 1 In case of searching tweets based
1 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/timelines/api-reference/ 

get- statuses- user _ timeline 
n a query, standard version of Twitter REST API returns a sam-

ling of recent tweets published in the last 7 days. 2 For getting

eal-time tweets using streaming API, standard version of API al-

ows to track at most 400 keywords, 5000 users, and 25 locations. 3 

witter provides enterprise versions of these APIs which allow the

sers to get elevated access to their data. But enterprise versions

re not free while the standard ones are. Twitter also puts rate

imit per request on getting their data. All necessary information

f using Twitter APIs is available in their developer platform web-

ite. 4 

Responses from these APIs are in JSON format which can then

e parsed to get the required data. Third party libraries such as

witter4J, 5 tweepy, 6 twitter-python 

7 can also be used to collect

nd process data from Twitter. Snowball sampling method can be

sed to get information of large connected network [38,39] . In

his method, researchers select some seed users and then collect

ata from users who are connected to the seed users (through

etweet/mention) and this process continues until an adequate

mount of data is obtained. 

.2. Feature extraction 

The accuracy of retweet prediction greatly depends on which

eatures are used and whether they are effective in terms of pre-

icting retweet. The past research has shown that author, user, and

ontent of the tweet have great impact on user’s retweeting deci-

ion. These factors could capture or reflect the impact of author’s

nfluence, author and user’s social relation, user’s interest, and con-

ent of the tweet on retweeting activity. Different features based on

hese three factors and their objectives are given in Table 2 . Below

s the description of features based on these factors. 

.2.1. Author of the tweet 

Intuitively it can be said that author of a tweet has good im-

act on its retweetability. Findings from the past research also sup-

ort this intuitive observation. According to the study conducted

y Cha et al. [11] , if a tweet is from content aggregation service

r news media, or from a popular and most mentioned user such

s celebrities, it will get more retweets. Number of followers and

ollowees of the author, age of the account, number of tweets

rom the author, tweet frequency (per day) of the author, num-

er of tweets favored by others, language of the author, ratios of

etweeted tweets, ratios of tweets receiving replies, and whether

he author is a verified user or local elite, are good features that

an be used to measure author’s influence on the retweet decision

 [13,26,44,51,55,59] ). 

.2.2. User of the tweet 

One of the basic questions in retweet related research is "Which

weets will be retweeted by user?”. From this research question,

t is evident that user is the primary actor in retweeting activity.

ince retweet is a personal decision, it is hard to find any defi-

ite answer to this question as the reasons for retweeting could be

urely subjective and thus varied from user to user. The most com-

on reasons could be listed as follows: the user wants to spread

he information; the user finds it interesting enough to share with

thers; the user finds the tweet helpful for others; the user’s rela-

ion with the author of the tweet influences him; the user is influ-

nced by his neighbors in the social network. 
4 https://developer.twitter.com/en.html 
5 http://twitter4j.org/en/ 
6 http://www.tweepy.org/ 
7 https://github.com/bear/python-twitter/ 

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/timelines/api-reference/get-statuses-user_timeline
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/overview
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/filter-realtime/overview
https://developer.twitter.com/en.html
http://twitter4j.org/en/
http://www.tweepy.org/
https://github.com/bear/python-twitter/
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Table 2 

Features and their objectives based on different factors. 

Factors Objective Related features 

Author of the tweet To define author’s (global) influence on his tweet’s 

retweetability 

Author’s number of followers and followees, age of author’s account, 

number of tweets from the author, tweet frequency (per day) of the 

author, author’s number of tweets favored by others, language of the 

author, ratios of author’s tweets retweeted by others, ratios of author’s 

tweets received replies, and whether the author is a verified user or 

local elite 

User of the tweet To include user-author relation on a tweet’s retweetability User’s recent communication with the author, user’s social relation 

with the author, user mentioned in the tweet, author’s influence on 

user (friend’s influence) 

To define user-author interest similarity on a tweet’s 

retweetability 

User’s interest similarity with author’s interest. 

To include impact of user’s activity on his retweeting 

probability 

User’s average retweet per day, tweeting likelihood of the day (hour), 

tweeting steadiness, and number of status messages, tweeting 

likelihood of the hour (to find retweeters), URLs/hashtags/mentions per 

day in postings 

To include the impact of user’s personality on his 

retweeting activity 

User’s Big 5 and their 30-sub dimensional personality scores based on 

his postings 

Content of the tweet To include the impact of term distribution in tweet on its 

retweetability. 

Presence/absence of hashtag, URLs, emoticons, positive/negative words, 

punctuation marks, username, first person pronoun, second person 

pronoun, third person pronoun, language, length of tweet. 

To define the impact of tweet’s topic on its retweetability Topic of the tweet, novelty and virality of tweet’s topic 

To define the impact of tweet’s terms on its retweetability Importance of terms in the tweet (using TF–IDF scores), hashtags and 

URLs in the tweets 

To include tweet’s emotion/sentiment on its retweetability Emotion/sentiment reflected by the tweet, emotional divergence 

indicated by the tweet 
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Many features related to users have been explored for the pur-

ose of retweet prediction, retweeter prediction, and tweet rec-

mmendation. Features that are used to measure the user-author

elation include user’s recent communication with the author, in-

erest similarity with the author, social relation with the au-

hor, and whether user is mentioned in the tweet [13,39,55] . A

ser’s interest profile can be derived from his past postings. Com-

only used profiles include bag-of-word profile using the Term

requency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF–IDF) weights of the

ords [37,59,60] , hashtag-based profile [59] , and entity-based pro-

le [59] . TF–IDF technique finds scores/weights for terms in user’s

weets based on their importance in distinguishing the user from

thers. Thus, TF–IDF based profile has the capability to represent

sers uniquely. In case of hashtag and entity-based profiles, only

istribution of hashtags and entities might not give much infor-

ation because many users might use the same hashtag and en-

ity. So, the preferred method is to check their weights (frequency)

hile creating user profile because frequency of using hashtags

nd entities might give more information about a user’s prefer-

nce/interest. Another constraint of using entity-based profile is to

elect efficient method to extract entities from the tweets. Perfor-

ance of entity-based profile is quite dependent on the efficiency

nd accuracy of entity extraction methods. Researchers mainly

sed AlchemyAPI 8 to extract entities from user’s tweets. Some re-

earch works use third-party knowledge base to create the user

nterest profile. Macskassy and Michelson [39] used Wikipedia’s

nowledge base to create user’s topic of interest profile. They iden-

ified the entities from user’s tweets and categorized them based

n their category in Wikipedia page. They also matched the con-

ent of entities in this process to solve the problem of ambiguity.

he categories of mentioned entities were used to define user in-

erest profile. 

According to the research ( [57,62] ), oftentimes, user’s retweet

ecision is consistent with the similarity degree between the user

rofile and the content of the tweet. Different similarity mea-

ures such as cosine similarity and Jaccard similarity have been

sed to calculate the similarity between user profile and content
8 http://www.alchemyapi.com/ T
f the tweet. The calculated similarity scores are then used as

otential features for retweet prediction [13,56,59,60,62] . In case

f cosine similarity measure, user profile and target tweet profile

re defined by the vectors represented by the distribution of top-

cs/terms/hashtags in user profile and in the target tweet respec-

ively. Cosine similarity between user and target tweet profile can

e found by Eq. (1 ). According to this similarity measure, user pro-

le and target tweet profile are similar if these vectors share simi-

ar orientation and the angle between them is small. 

osine Similarity = 

A · B 

‖ 

A ‖ ‖ 

B ‖ 

(1) 

here, A is user profile vector and B is target tweet profile vector. 

Jaccard similarity measure was used when the researchers de-

ne user interest as a set of terms derived from his past postings

nd target tweet was defined by the set of terms consisting the

arget tweet. The Jaccard similarity between the two sets is defined

y Eq. (2 ). 

accard Similarity = 

| A ∩ B | 
| A ∪ B | (2) 

here A represents the user profile and B represents the target

weet profile. 

Since cosine similarity finds the match by computing the angle

etween user’s and tweet’s vector representation but Jaccard sim-

larity only checks the presence of common terms in user profile

nd target tweet profile, it can be said that cosine similarity mea-

ure gives more refined result than Jaccard similarity measure. 

Friends’ influence on user can also be used as predictive fea-

ures. Zhang et al. [64] used data from Weibo micro-blogging ser-

ice. 9 They defined social influence locality as a function to mea-

ure how a user’s retweet decision is influenced by his active

eighbors (users who have already retweeted the target tweet).

he designed social influence locality function was based on pair-

ise influence and structure influence. In case of pair-wise influ-

nce, they used Random Walk with Restart (RWS) method to calcu-

ate random walk probability for each active neighbor of the given
9 Chinese micro-blogging service, allows its users to repost the tweets similar to 

witter’s retweeting service. 

http://www.alchemyapi.com/
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user to reach the given user following the network connection. In

case of structural influence, they used a linear combination of the

number of connected circles formed by the active neighbors. 

In case of finding retweeters, influencing features are mainly re-

lated to user’s activity, intention, and interest. Lee et al. [32] ex-

plored a large number of features in this regard. They defined

user’s activeness by features such as average retweets per day,

tweeting likelihood of the day (hour), tweeting steadiness, num-

ber of status messages [32] . They also included personality scores

derived from user’s postings to describe the impact of user’s per-

sonality on his retweeting activity. 

4.2.3. Content of the tweet 

Both explicit and implicit features related to the content of

the tweet are used in retweet prediction models. Explicit content-

based features are directly measurable such as presence/absence

of hashtag, URLs, emoticons, positive/negative words, punctuation

marks, username, first person pronoun, second person pronoun,

third person pronoun [30,41,55] . Researchers also used language

and length of the tweet as features for prediction model [13,44,55] .

Implicit content-based features are not directly measurable. Tools

or algorithms are needed to extract these features. Popular implicit

content-based features related to tweet include topics, terms with

their TF–IDF scores, topic novelty, topic virality, sentiment, emo-

tional divergence, etc. [13,23,26,41,44,45,55,59,62] . 

Some of the algorithms and tools used to extract implicit fea-

tures include Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [7] , Term Frequency–

Inverse Document Frequency (TF–IDF) [33] , Linguistic Inquiry and

Word Count (LIWC) [43] , SentiStrength [54] , and AlchemyAPI. LDA

is used to determine user’s topics of interest or topics of tweets. It

is a generative statistical method that considers each document as

a collection of topics and finds the latent topics in the document

[6,7] . The topic assignment of the document is an iterative pro-

cess which checks and updates the topic assignment of each word

in every document based on the following two criteria: how fre-

quent the word occurs across topics, and how frequent the topic

occurs in the document. Finally, the most appropriate topics are

chosen for the document. There are a few tools and packages im-

plementing LDA technique that can be used to find topics in a doc-

ument, for example, Stanford Topic Modeling toolbox 10 and Mal-

let 11 (Machine Learning for Language Toolkit) topic modeling tool.

When LDA is used to create topic-based user profile, a user’s all

past tweets are considered as a single document and LDA is used

to find the topic distribution of that document [59] . When LDA

is used to identify topic of tweet, the single tweet is considered

as a document and LDA finds the distribution of topic for that

document [64] . Since the original LDA model was developed for

long document and might not work properly for short document

like tweets, Zhao et al. [68] proposed Twitter-LDA which is an ex-

tension of original LDA. This extended version determines a sin-

gle topic for a tweet. It is reasonable to assume that tweets are

focusing on a single topic because of their short length. It is as-

sumed that, there are T topics in Twitter where every topic is rep-

resented by a word distribution. There is also a word distribution

for background model and topic distribution for every user. Since

each tweet is generated by single topic and background model, in

case of tweet generation process, a user first picks a topic based

on topic distribution for user. Then words for the tweet are chosen

one by one based on the selected topic or background model. This

word selection process is directed by Bernoulli distribution. 

TF–IDF is a statistical measure used to find out the importance

of a word for a document in a collection of documents. In this
10 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tmt/tmt-0.4/ 
11 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/topics.php 

h  
ethod, the importance (or weight) of a word increases propor-

ionally by its number of use in the document but is counterbal-

nced by its use in the whole corpus. This measure has been used

y the researchers to generate user’s bag-of-word profile which

onsists of his preferred words based on their TF–IDF weights. This

rofile can represent user’s content-based interest. 

Researchers use LIWC 

12 technique to find different text-based

eatures. It finds the percentage of words in a document/text which

elong to more than 70 different categories. These categories in-

lude simple linguistic factors such as Word Count, first person

ronoun, as well as factors which indicate affect and emotion such

s positive or negative emotion. AlchemyAPI uses machine learn-

ng technique to perform text analysis tasks. It is used to find en-

ities in a user’s tweets [59,60] . Sentiments of tweets can be deter-

ined by SentiStrength method. SentiStrength is a lexicon-based

pproach which uses linguistic rules to find the positive and nega-

ive sentiment score of a tweet. Researchers also use LIWC [50] and

ictionary-based approach [41] to find sentiments of tweets. Af-

ective Norms of English Words (ANEW) is a dictionary [8] that

ives numerical values of 1030 words for three attributes indi-

ating emotions: valence, dominance, and arousal. Valence refers

o the degree of goodness/pleasantness (from displeasure to plea-

ure) invoked by the word, dominance refers to the extent of dom-

nance (from weakness to strength) denoted by the word, and

rousal refers to the degree of arousal (from calmness to excite-

ent) evoked by the word. The total values of these three at-

ributes for a tweet were the summation of these values for each

ord in the tweet. 

Though different approaches have been used to define senti-

ent of tweets, accurate detection of sentiments in tweets can be

 little tricky because of the presence of informal words in tweets.

ictionary that is developed particularly for Twitter can potentially

olve this problem. For example, SentiStrength is considered as a

etter detector than other general dictionary-based methods be-

ause it was developed to find sentiments from short informal text.

ravo-Marquez et al. [9] also extended general word-emotion lexi-

on developed by Mohammad and Turney [40] to include informal

ords used in Twitter and Firdaus et al. [18] used this lexicon to

xtract sentiment from tweets and achieved good results. 

.3. Prediction model 

Retweet prediction models are normally developed using differ-

nt machine learning techniques. The fundamental task is to uti-

ize the extracted features to develop effective retweet prediction

odel. It could be considered as a typical classification task. So,

he basic retweet prediction model consists of feature extraction

tep followed by machine learning step to classify a tweet as “to

e retweeted” or “not to be retweeted” based on the extracted fea-

ures. It is important to find right features that are useful for the

rediction task and to find right learning algorithms to make ac-

urate predictions. In this section, we discuss some strategies to

uild retweet prediction models. 

Many retweet prediction models have been developed based

n the aforementioned two-step process and usually the original

achine learning algorithms are used as they are. Zhang et al.

64] defined functions to model social influence locality features.

ocial influence locality implies that user’s retweeting behavior

s influenced by close friends in the ego-network. They devel-

ped logistic regression classifier to build their prediction model

sing social influence locality features. Xu and Yang [59] devel-

ped a retweet prediction model where they created TF–IDF, LDA,

ashtags, and entity-based user profile. Cosine similarities between
12 http://liwc.wpengine.com/ 

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tmt/tmt-0.4/
http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/topics.php
http://liwc.wpengine.com/
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ser profile and the target tweets were used as content-based

eatures of their prediction model. Using some author-user rela-

ion features, content-based features, and author-based features,

hey developed three different prediction models using three ma-

hine learning techniques: decision tree, support vector machine,

nd logistic regression. Vougioukas et al. [56] explored a wide

ange of author-based, user-based, and content-based features and

sed logistic regression method to build retweet prediction model.

hrough experiment, they identified 10 most effective features to

reate the prediction model. Can et al. [10] proposed retweet count

odel based on visual cues of an image that is linked to the tweet.

long with two low-level features such as color histograms (distri-

ution of color intensities in the image) and GIST (set of percep-

ual dimensions), the researchers used object-based feature [35] .

bject-based feature was a set of object detectors to detect 177

bjects in the image. They used 3 different regression methods:

inear, SVM, and Random Forest to built their retweet count model

sing different features. 

Some research works design retweet prediction models based

n their own prediction strategies and novel models are proposed.

acskassy and Michelson [39] built four models to find the proba-

ility of a tweet to be retweeted by a specific user. The first model

s called general model in which a user will randomly retweet a

weet with higher probability on more recently seen tweet. The

econd model is recent communication model in which a user will

etweet tweets from authors with whom he has recent commu-

ications. The third model is called on-topic model in which the

robability of a tweet to be retweeted is high if its profile is similar

o user’s interest. And the last model is homophily model in which

 user will retweet tweets from authors with similar taste. The ob-

ective of this research was to find out the most effective model

hich can predict a user’s probability to retweet a tweet. On a

ataset with 79k tweets, the proposed homophily model showed

est performance followed by recency model, on-topic model, and

nally general model. They also found that a user’s retweet be-

avior is better predicted by multiple models instead of one.The

etweet prediction model proposed by Huang et al. [25] measures

 user’s interest in following categories: technology, politics, life,

ports, entertainment, health, travel, and finance. Then for retweet

rediction, they computed the probability of the target tweet be-

onging to a final category; if this probability is greater than user’s

nterest in that category, they predicted that the user is going to

etweet the target tweet. 

Researchers have also adapted and modified existing machine

earning methods to make them more fit as retweet predic-

ion models. Petrovic et al. [44] used different author-based and

ontent-based features to design their model. They used Passive-

ggressive algorithm (PA) [15] based machine learning approach to

esign a model to predict streaming retweets. They customized the

riginal prediction rule of PA algorithm to adapt the time-sensitive

ules for retweeting (e.g., tweets containing a specific word might

ave more probability to be retweeted in the morning than in

he evening). Zhang et al. [66] adapted Hierarchical Dirichlet Pro-

ess (HDP) [53] to design a nonparametric statistical method for

etweet prediction. They incorporated structural, textual, and tem-

oral information in their proposed HDP model. First, they ex-

ended HDP to model author, structure and content information.

n the model, for each followee, the probability of retweeting his

ostings was subjected to binomial distribution with beta error.

tructural influence (influence from neighbours) for users was also

odeled by Beta distribution. Content influence was modeled by

idden topics and HDP-based generative process finds the topic

ssignment of microblogs. In the retweet prediction phase, the

eights of recent topics were increased to incorporate temporal

nformation and the retweeting probability of microblogs was then

alculated. Peng et al. [42] proposed Condition Random Field (CRF)
ased retweet prediction model. Assuming user’s retweet decision

s influenced by local and network factors, they chose conditional

andom field to find the retweet probability conditioned on fea-

ures related to the target tweet and target user. The researchers

ere concerned about the conditional distribution of user deci-

ion given the new tweet and the user. In their proposed method,

hey modeled tweet’s content influence as well as network influ-

nce on user’s retweet decision. For content influence, they in-

luded similarity between tweet’s content and user’s interest, sim-

larity between tweet’s content and user’s friends’ or followees’ in-

erest, and similarity between global interest (determined based

n all tweets and retweets in the dataset) and tweet. They also

ncluded URLs, hashtags, and mention-based features to model

weet’s content influence on user. To define network influence,

hey used author-based features such as author’s number of fol-

owers/followees, author’s number of tweets/retweets; and author-

ser relationship based on common followers, followees, men-

ions, and retweets. They utilized retweet network’s “small world”

4,58] nature to design an efficient graph partitioning algorithm to 

ake their method suitable for large, complicated network. In case

f small world network, the network graph is highly clustered, av-

rage path length (APL) between all pairs of nodes is small, and an

ndividual is mainly influenced by a small number of his connec-

ions. Retweet network can be considered as small world network

ecause retweets are spreading through the connections of users

nd these connections normally show clustering property. In Twit-

er, the APL between pairs of nodes is small, and retweet network

an be defined by fraction of edges (portion of connections) which

ake the clustering structure of the network. Xu et al. [60] pro-

osed a mixture latent topic model to explore user’s retweet be-

avior. Assuming user’s posting behavior is influenced by breaking

ews, posts from friends, and his intrinsic interest; the researchers

xtended the widely used author-topic model [46] to include the

entioned factors to build their proposed mixture topic model.

ang et al. [62] proposed a semi-supervised factor graph model to

redict users’ retweeting behavior based on factors such as user,

essage, and time. 

Matrix factorization is an effective technique used by the re-

earchers to design retweet prediction model. The fundamental

ask of matrix factorization technique is to factorize the observed

ser-message retweeting matrix R ∈ R 

M × N for M users and N mes-

ages into two low dimensional matrices P ∈ M × k and Q ∈ N ×
 such that product of P and Q approximates R. The main objective

s to find the latent features k which defines the latent relationship

etween user and message. Jiang et al. [27] proposed message-

lustering-based matrix-factorization models assuming that if mes-

ages are similar in observed space then they are similar in la-

ent space as well. So, they extended the basic matrix factoriza-

ion model by using clustering-based regularization term. Differ-

nt content-based features were used to find the similarity be-

ween messages which was then used to define cluster of mes-

ages. Wang et al. [57] proposed two matrix factorization based

etweet prediction models. They used strength of social relation-

hip between users to generate objective function for user-based

rediction model. Another prediction model was developed us-

ng content-based features. Finally, they fused both models based

n their error rates. Hoang and Lim [23] represented retweets as

hree-dimensional tensors of authors, their followers, and tweets

hemselves. Then they proposed a tensor factorization model to

erive three behavioral factors – topic-specific user virality, topic-

pecific user susceptibility, and topic virality. These factors were

hen used as features to predict user retweet actions. 

Nowadays deep learning methods become popular for their ef-

ciency and ability to learn optimal features automatically. Zhang

t al. [67] proposed a retweet prediction model using attention-

ased deep neural network. In this model, they used convolutional
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neural network to encode content of the tweet and attention-based

neural network to encode the attention interest of the user. Sim-

ilarity between user’s attention interest and tweet was also com-

puted. They encoded each user and author with continuous vector.

Finally, a concatenation layer was used to produce a hidden state

using these vectors and a fully connected Softmax function was

used for retweet prediction. 

Researchers working with tweet recommender systems con-

sider retweet as a mechanism to identify user’s preference.

These research works predict retweets to check which tweets are

retweeted or preferred by the user. Uysal and Croft [55] explored

user’s retweeting behavior to filter tweets for individual users.

They used author-based, user-based, and content-based features

to develop a decision-tree-based classifier to classify tweets as

retweetable or not for a specific user. They used learning to rank

method to rank incoming tweets to develop tweet recommenda-

tion list for a user. Lu et al. [36] built a tweet recommender system

by ranking incoming tweets based on their similarity with user

profile. In this research, user’s retweets are considered as relevant

tweets for recommendation. Their novel approach to create user

profile using Wikipedia concept graph showed better performance

for tweet recommendation compared to models with TF–IDF based

profile. Chen et al. [13] developed a personalized tweet recommen-

dation method assuming retweets as a measure of user’s interest

and authors of retweets as a measure of social relationship. They

included topic level user interest and user-author relation features

to build collaborative-ranking based tweet recommender system. 

To design model to predict retweeters, Luo et al. [37] used

SVM 

Rank method to rank potential retweeters based on their prob-

ability to retweet. Lee et al. [32] explored a wide range of fea-

tures and built different prediction models to compare their results

using the following machine learning techniques: Random Forest,

Naïve Bayes, Logistic, SMO, and AdaBoostM1. They found that Ran-

dom Forest based model performed best in predicting potential

retweeters. 

Retweet prediction would become more accurate if data from

active users are used to learn and train the model. Social net-

works have many active as well as inactive users. Inclusion of inac-

tive users’ data might not have accurate contribution in prediction

model. So, finding out active users is an important step when col-

lecting the data. On the other hand, most of the time, retweet pre-

diction model needs both positive and negative examples. The pos-

itive examples are a person’s retweets. Negative examples are the

tweets which are posted by user’s followees and appear in user’s

timeline, but not retweeted by the user. The reasons for which a

user is retweeting a target tweet is somehow understandable and

derivable. However, the reasons for which a target tweet is not

retweeted by the user is tricky to find out and they often are de-

cided by many unseen features. We cannot just say that the user

did not like the tweet or the user is not interested in the topic of

the tweet. A user might not retweet a target tweet for some con-

cealed reasons such as he might not see the tweet, he might not

be active during the posting time of the tweet, he might not be

in the frame of mind to spread any information. Researchers han-

dled these issues in different manners. Some of the approaches to

choose negative examples are described below: 

� Zhang et al. [64] predefined 6 timestamps to define negative

instances. If a tweet is not retweeted by the user within any of

the mentioned timestamp (selected randomly), then they con-

sidered it as negative instance. 

� Zaman et al. [63] used one-hour time window to see if a tweet

is retweeted by the user within one hour of its posting time. If

the tweet is not retweeted by the target user within one hour,

then that tweet was considered as negative instance. 
� Uysal and Croft [55] selected active users based on the follow-

ing three criteria: he has 10–10 0 0 friends/followers, tweets 1–

200 times a week, and tweets more than 10 times. By con-

sidering only the active users they eliminated the uncertainty

to some extent about the user not seeing the non-retweeted

tweet. 

� Xu and Yang [59] first selected seed/active users who have 100–

30 0 0 followers and followees, are listed 1–50 times and have

10–200 tweets per week. Then they considered a non-retweet

as a negative example if the author (of that tweet) was seed

user’s social friend, if it was published within 3 h before the

seed user retweeted any other tweet and if that tweet was not

retweeted by the seed user. 

� Li et al. [34] did research on predicting personality traits of

Weibo (Chinese version of Twitter) users and they selected ac-

tive users using the following steps: (i) Included users having

more than 532 micro-blogs after registration, (ii) Included users

having average count of micro-blog update per day between

2.84 and 40, (iii) excluded users who had no update in last

three months, and (iv) excluded users who only updated in the

first month after registration. 

� User activity can vary with time. Generally speaking, users are

more active during daytime than night. A tweet posted dur-

ing day time might get more retweet (spread broadly) than a

tweet posted during night. Neglecting this phenomenon might

give wrong information regarding the popularity and interest-

ingness of tweets. Gao et al. [19] introduced a new time nota-

tion Weibo time and a new time mapping process to handle the

effect of activity variation with time in retweet prediction. For

Weibo time, they measured the time by the number of users’

posting on Weibo instead of wall time in seconds. So, wall time

was mapped to corresponding Weibo time . 

� Sometimes retweets happen just because of the retweet request

from friends (followee).This type of retweets is not very helpful

to find out the latent feature causing a tweet being retweeted.

Yang et al. [61] proposed some measures which can be used to

handle this type of retweets from dataset. 

.4. Evaluation 

The last important step of retweet prediction or tweet recom-

endation model is to evaluate the performance of the model. In

ase of prediction, dataset is divided into training and testing set;

he model is trained using training dataset and tested using test-

ng dataset. Machine learning techniques analyze the training data

instances with observed outcomes) and learn reasoning to find

he outcome for the instance. Testing dataset (instances with un-

nown outcome) is used to find performance of model on unseen

ata. Standard approach is to use 70 −90% data as training sam-

les and the rest for testing. Another popular approach to evaluate

he learning model is k -fold cross validation. In this technique, the

ataset is divided into k equal subsets then k −1 subsets are used

s training data and the remaining subset is used as testing data.

his process is repeated k times such that every subset is used ex-

ctly once as test data. Finally, the results from all iterations are

veraged to get the final result 

Performance of the learning model is evaluated using differ-

nt metrics. Many different evaluation metrics are available; re-

earchers pick the one suitable for their work. In case of predic-

ive model, researchers usually pick the following metrics: accu-

acy, precision, recall, and F 1-score. Accuracy refers to the fraction

f correctly classified instances to the total number of instances as

efined in Eq. (3 ). Precision refers to the fraction of the classified

ositive instances that are true positives as defined in Eq. (4 ). Re-

all refers to the fraction of the positive instances that are correctly

dentified as positive as defined in Eq. (5 ). F 1-score is the weighted
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verage of precision and recall as defined in Eq. (6 ). 

ccuracy = 

t p + t n 

t p + f p + t n + f n 
(3) 

 recision = 

t p 

t p + f p 
(4) 

ecall = 

t p 

t p + f n 
(5) 

 1 − score = 2 ∗ precision ∗ recall 

precision + recall 
(6)

here, t p = number of positive instances classified as positive 

t n = number of negative instances classified as negative 

f p = number of negative instances classified as positive 

f n = number of positive instances classified as negative 

Sometimes a single metric is not enough to define the perfor-

ance of a predictive model depending on the type of the prob-

em. For example, accuracy only might not be able to show the

rue performance of a model when the dataset is vastly imbal-

nced. In this case, a model might fail to classify any of the in-

tances from a class with only a small number of instances but

ould still show high accuracy overall. For retweet prediction

roblem, when the number of positive instances (retweets) and

egative instances (non-retweets) are hugely unequal, researchers

referred precision, recall, or F 1-score either by themselves or in

ddition to accuracy. In most of the cases for retweet prediction

roblem, researchers used precision to show model’s performance

n predicting retweets (true positive instances) correctly out of all

ts positive predictions and recall to define model’s performance

n predicting retweets correctly out of all the retweets (true pos-

tive instances). Precision only may not give any good idea about

odel’s performance in predicting all retweets correctly; on the

ther hand, recall only may not give a good idea about model’s

ehavior in predicting non-retweets as retweets. So, researchers

se both metrics to show model’s overall performance. Researchers

lso use F 1-score to define performance of the model because with

he harmonic mean of precision and recall, it shows the balance

etween them and helps to select a standard model. 

Another performance measure, Mean Average Precision (MAP)

s used to evaluate the performance of ranking. MAP is a preferred

etric when not only the prediction or recommendation of rele-

ant item but also their rank is important. MAP is calculated as

hown in Eq. (7 ) [13] . 

AP = 

∑ N 
n =1 A v gP ( n ) 

N 

(7) 

here N is the number of users, and AvgP ( n ) is the average preci-

ion for user n. AvgP ( n ) is calculated using Eq. (8 ) [13] . 

 v gP = 

∑ K 
k =1 ( P ( k ) × rel ( k ) ) 

R 

(8) 

here R is the number of retweeted tweets for the given user; K is

he number of recommended tweets; P ( k ) is the precision at rank k

alculated by considering only top k results ; rel ( k ) = 1 if the tweet

t rank k is retweeted by the user, 0 otherwise. 

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a measure which finds the

ifference between actual value and predicted value, and has been

sed by Can et al. [10] . In this case, errors are squared and av-

raged before taking their square root. It gives more weight to the

arge errors [12] . RMSE can be calculated using the following equa-

ion: 

MSE = 

√ ∑ N 
n =1 ( A n − P n ) 

2 

N 

(9) 
here N is the number of instances in the dataset; A n is the actual

nd P n is the predicted value for n th instance. 

To evaluate the performance of ranked recommendation list, Lu

t al. [36] used the following measures: recall-at- k , precision-at- k ,

nd average hit-rank. For a user u, these metrics can be calculated

sing the below equations. 

ecall − at − k = 

hit 

n T ( u ) 
(10) 

precision − at − k = 

hit 

k 
(11) 

 v erage hit − rank = 

1 

n T ( u ) 

hit ∑ 

i =1 

ran k i (12)

here hit is the total number of relevant tweets in the top k tweets

n the recommendation list, n T ( u ) is the total number of relevant

weets in the test dataset, and rank i is the position of the relevant

weet in the recommendation list. 

Area Under Curve (AUC), Area Under Precision Recall Curve

AUPRC), and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve are the

valuation techniques we can use to visualize the performance of

odels. ROC curve plots true positive rate against false positive

ate to show how the number of correctly classified positive in-

tances varies with the number of incorrectly classified negative

nstances [16] . The goal for a model is to be at the upper-left cor-

er of the plotting space which indicates lower false positive and

igher true positive rate. AUC is the area under the ROC curve.

ee et al. [32] used AUC as their evaluation metric because AUC

an indicate the model’s performance in predicting both positive

nd negative instances in spite of imbalance class distribution in

he dataset [17] . AUPRC is the area under precision–recall curve

here precision–recall curve is plotted using precision against re-

all. AUPRC is the single number giving information about pre-

ision and recall where higher value defines better performance.

recision–recall curve is an alternative of ROC curve which should

e used when there is huge skew in the class distribution [16] . 

In this survey paper, we are not planning to compare the re-

ults of different research papers on retweet prediction. Since ev-

ry paper used a different dataset with data collected in different

ime frame, it would not be appropriate to compare their results

irectly. In Table 3 , we have listed the metrics used in different

esearch works for evaluating their models. 

.5. Performance of different prediction approaches 

In this section, we discuss about the performance of different

rediction approaches. As we mentioned earlier, due to the use of

ifferent datasets, direct comparison of these approaches in terms

f their reported performance values will not be accurate. There-

ore, we just discuss their individual performance, comparison of

heir performance with baselines as they reported in terms of eval-

ation metrics and their conclusion from the experiment. Here, if

he paper listed the actual values of the used evaluation metrics,

e report the values; but if the paper only showed its performance

omparison in a chart or figure, we explain their relative perfor-

ance because it is hard to find actual values from figures. The

bjective of this section is to shed light on the performance of dif-

erent prediction models to help new researchers gain insights on

ow these models perform comparing with each other and iden-

ify a suitable model or promising new direction for their particu-

ar problem. 

Peng et al. [42] proposed a graph partitioning method to cap-

ure network relations that are then used in the retweet predic-

ion model. They compared their model with an un-partitioned

ne and also explored the model in following different settings: (i)
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Table 3 

Evaluation metrics used indifferent research papers. 

Research Precision Recall F 1-score Accu-racy AUC MAP AUP-RC Recall-at- k Precision-at- k Avg. hit rank RM-SE ROC 

[42] x x x 

[64] x x x x 

[66] x x x 

[59] x x x 

[62] x x x 

[60] x x 

[23] x 

[25] x 

[57] x x x 

[27] x x x x 

[56] x x x 

[67] x x x 

[55] x x x 

[ 36 ] x x x 

[13] x 

[37] x 

[32] x x 

[44] x 

[10] x 

[41] x 
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with no edge and random partition ( N-Rd ), (ii) with explicit edges

formed by users’ following relationship and random partition ( E-

Rd ), and (iii) network partition using their proposed greedy itera-

tive partition method ( E-Min ). They showed that partitioned set-

tings always give better prediction accuracy in terms of precision,

recall, and F 1-score than the baseline method (no partition) and

prediction model with E-Min setting outperforms the other set-

tings. Zhang et al. [64] showed that their proposed retweet pre-

diction model ( LRC-Q ) based on social influence locality with pre-

cision 0.619, recall 0.927, F 1-score 0.742, and accuracy 0.678 per-

formed better ( + 0.184 in terms of recall and + 0.031 in terms of

F 1-measure) than baseline model ( LRC-B) using traditional features

including gender, verification status, number of followers, follow-

ing relationships, historical tweets, instantaneity, and topic propen-

sity. Model ( LRC-BQ ) defined by the combination of influence lo-

cality function and traditional features gives a little improvement

over the proposed model. So, it can be said that their social in-

fluence locality function alone gives better predictive power than

other traditional user and content features. 

Zhang et al. [66] incorporated author, social, and content in-

formation in Hierarchical Dirichlet Process to build their retweet

prediction model ASC-HDP . They compared ASC-HDP with some

previous models such as LRC-BQ with F 1-score 0.589 [64] , Naïve

Bayes with F 1-score 0.456, and SVM 

rank with F 1-score 0.467. They

also compared the proposed ASC-HDP with HDP models incorpo-

rating only content ( C-HDP ) or social-content ( SC-HDP ) or author-

content information ( AC-HDP ), and ASC-LDA (Used LDA instead of

HDP to find topics of tweets). They found that AC-HDP with pre-

cision 0.809 and SC-HDP with recall 0.727 performed better than

ASC-HDP in terms of precision and recall, respectively. The pro-

posed ASC-HDP model outperforms all other models in terms of

F 1-score (0.730). Xu and Yang [59] built three retweet predic-

tion models based on user-author relationship, content, and au-

thor features using three machine learning techniques: Decision

Tree (C4.5), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and logistic regres-

sion. The decision tree model performed better ( F 1-score: 0.832)

than SVM and logistic regression models when using the same fea-

tures. In case of predicting pair-wise retweeting behavior, factor-

graph-based model proposed by Yang et al. [62] did not outper-

form the baseline models (Linear SVM, and L1-regularized logistic

regression) because their proposed method discriminates instances

based on least sum of square error factor but the baselines rep-

resent the samples in feature space more accurately which made

them more discriminable. The proposed method performed bet-
er ( F 1-score: 0.3252) than the baselines in predicting spread of

essages (range of message propagation) because it considers the

ntire graph as a whole and captures important information from

sers’ followers as well as followees. In terms of recall, SVM per-

ormed better than the proposed method to predict message prop-

gation because their method predicts that messages with short

ugmented retweeting tree will not be propagated. For predict-

ng retweet, Petrovic et al. [44] achieved F 1-score 0.466 which is

ignificantly higher than the baselines Random ( F 1-score: 0.119)

nd Majority ( F 1-score: 0.127) where Random considers tweets will

e retweeted randomly and Majority considers everything will be

etweeted. For predicting retweet count, baseline along with vi-

ual cues related features proposed by Can et al. [10] gave RMSE

.703, 1.559, and 1.297 in log-scale (5.489, 4.753, and 3.659 in lin-

ar scale) for linear, SVM, and random forest regression model. The

eported error is smaller than baseline when compared with model

sing only basic features such as presence of hashtags, followers

ount, friends count, age of account, status count, favorite count,

tc. 

Xu et al. [60] proposed mixture topic retweet prediction model

nd showed that the proposed one with precision 0.172 performed

etter than the baseline models (TF–IDF based, entity based, and

uthor-topic based) in terms of precision. In terms of recall, the

roposed model alone did not perform well in predicting retweets

hen compared with baseline model using previously used fea-

ures, but inclusion of these previously used features together

ith the proposed model increased its recall to 0.412 from 0.378.

ensor factorization retweet prediction model proposed by Hoang

nd Lim [23] performed better than the baseline models (devel-

ped based on user specific retweetable topics, global retweetable

opics, combination on user specific and global retweetable top-

cs, and collaborative topic regression) in terms of AUPRC. Huang

t al. [25] showed that their model based on user interest ma-

rix showed more stable and precise result than baseline mod-

ls (text-similarity algorithm and co-terms algorithm) in terms of

recision. Wang et al. [57] compared their proposed nonnegative

atrix factorization retweet prediction model with a few base-

ine models (SVM, Naïve Bayes, Back-Propagation Neural Network,

andom Forest, Decision Tress) and showed that the proposed

ethod with F 1-score 0.79 performed better than the baselines in

erms of performance and efficiency (shorter execution time). Jiang

t al. [27] compared their model with multi-dimensional nonneg-

tive matrix factorization model (MNMFRP) proposed by Wang

t al. [57] and social influence locality model (LRC-BQ) proposed
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y Zhang et al. [64] and showed that performance of their pro-

osed model ( F 1-score: 0.82) is better than performances of the

ast models ( F 1-score: 0.79 for MNMFRP, 0.73 for LRC-BQ) for pre-

icting retweets. Vougioukas et al. [56] showed that their proposed

odel has F 1-score around 0.9 using only 10 features. These fea-

ures include similarity to tweets retweeted by the user in previous

eek, similarity to tweets previously posted by the author, influ-

nce of author, number of tweets posted by the author, similarity

o tweets retweeted by the user, number of times the tweet has

een retweeted by neighbors, whether the author is a neighbor of

he user, whether the user retweeted the author before, similarity

o user’s posted tweets, and whether the author ever mentioned

he user. 

Zhang et al. [67] compared their deep neural network retweet

rediction model (SUA-CNN) with SVM models, random model,

DP model [66] , Convolutional neural network (CNN) model, CNN

ith user embedding (U-CNN) and CNN with user-author embed-

ing (UA-CNN) models. They showed that user embedding, user-

uthor embedding, and embedding of similarity score and user in-

erest each can improve the prediction performance significantly

hen compared to baseline models, but the best performance was

btained by the model which integrates all the information. In

erms of F 1-score, the proposed model (SUA-CNN) with F 1-score

.721 showed better performance than HDP model with F 1-score

.656. 

For tweet recommendation, Uysal and Croft [55] predict

etweetability of tweets to create tweet recommendation list for

he user. They showed that the proposed method performed the

est ( F 1-score: 0.724) with all features when compared to meth-

ds using user, content, and author-based features separately. Lu

t al. [36] compared their tweet recommendation model using

ikipedia concept graph with TF–IDF model. They showed that

he proposed model gave better performance than TF–IDF model

ecause it used Wikipedia’s vast knowledgebase to create effective

ser profile. Chen et al. [13] compared their method with some

aseline methods (Chronological, Retweeted times, Profiling, LDA,

ankSVM, and JointMF models) and showed that MAP (0.7627) of

he proposed method is significantly higher than the baseline ones.

Luo et al. [37] and Lee et al. [32] worked on finding out

etweeters. Method proposed by Luo et al. [37] showed better

erformance with MAP 0.087 than random baseline with MAP

.0217 and PRT baseline with MAP 0.069 (ranking followers by

he number of times they retweeted the user before). Lee et al.

32] showed that the proposed model had F 1 scores 0.692 (pub-

ic safety dataset) and 0.785 (bird flu dataset); AUC 0.954 (pub-

ic safety dataset) and 0.815 (bird flu dataset)for prediction of

etweeter. 

From the performances of the discussed prediction models, we

an see that, this research area still has a lot of room for im-

rovement in terms of accuracy. Sometimes, the proposed predic-

ion model or strategy of feature extraction might not be the bet-

er one compared to some existing ones, but it points out a new

otential research direction and it might be worthwhile to have

ome further investigation along the line. For example, social in-

uence locality retweet prediction model proposed by Zhang et al.

64] showed that the proposed method to capture social influence

as good predictive power than many traditional features. With

ombination of traditional features, it shows a little improvement.

here is still scope to improve it further by exploring other effec-

ive traditional features with the proposed social influence locality

unction. The proposed strategy to design social influence shows a

ew path to apply network influence in prediction retweet deci-

ion. Wang et al. [57] and Jiang et al. [27] both used matrix fac-

orization technique to build their retweet prediction model. But

he model proposed by Jiang et al. [27] was more cost effective

computationally feasible) and outperformed the model proposed
y Wang et al. [57] . In this case, although one model outperformed

he other according to their experiments, it would be useful to

eep both as potential prediction model to use because there could

e different scenarios where one of these will be better suited. In

he past years, many retweet prediction approaches have been pro-

osed by the researchers, but selecting the best one among them

s a tricky task because of the frequent changing nature of retweet

etwork. Design of an accurate retweet prediction model is quite

ependent on network as well as its users’ characteristics. Some-

imes, it is always good to try some simple models first. For ex-

mple, with some simple features, model used in Vougioukas et al.

56] achieved highly accurate results. 

. Retweet for information diffusion 

Data from social networks is a great source of information.

his information can be more useful when it can reach to ap-

ropriate users. In case of Twitter, its retweeting feature provides

n important mechanism for information diffusion. Retweet has

een used to determine trend and popularity of event [22,24,65] .

t was assumed that if an event gets relatively more tweets than

etweets then the event might not last long on Twitter and in turns

ight not become popular. Gupta et al. [22] checked the ratios

f retweets at consecutive hours to capture the changes in pop-

larity of the event over time. Zhang et al. [65] used retweet to

redict Twitter trend and Hong et al. [24] explored retweets as a

easure to find popular messages. Research showed that retweets

re used vastly by the users to spread disaster related useful in-

ormation during emergency [31,48] . Kogan et al. [31] explored the

etweeting pattern of geo-vulnerable users during hurricane Sandy

n year 2012. After checking the retweeting activity of geograph-

cally vulnerable users during four different time frames (before,

uring, short-after, and long after the disaster), they found that

he size (based on nodes and edges) of retweeting network dur-

ng the disaster is bigger than the size before and after the dis-

ster. They also determined the important nodes of each time-

liced retweet network using PageRank method and found that

ocal government authorities and media are the most important

odes (most retweeted) in Geo-During network (formed by the

etweets of geographically vulnerable users). Starbird and Palen

48] also explored the use of retweet during two emergency sit-

ations – “Red River Flooding (USA), 2009” and “Oklahoma Fires

USA), 2009”. This research also indicated that during emergency,

weets of local users, media and service organizations as well as

weets containing emergency related terms were retweeted more. 

Contribution of retweet to engage remote individuals in 2011

gyptian political uprising has been explored by Starbird and Palen

49] . During this event, protesters, journalist, media on the ground

sed to post movement-related information which were vastly

etweeted by others to spread the information. This study showed

hat some tweets were not authored by people from Cairo but got

igh number of retweets and revolution-related metaphors were

ighly propagated in the Twitter. These findings clearly indicate

he use of retweets by the users from Twitter in support of revolu-

ion. Sanjari and Khazraee [47] explored information diffusion us-

ng Twitter during 2013 Iranian Presidential election. They showed

hat Iranian Twitter celebrities are most influential during elec-

ion based on their retweet network. On the other hand, discussion

bout Iran in English was dominated by journalists and official me-

ia. Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan [50] identified that political discussion

ook place in Twitter through retweet and direct message function-

lity and few highly active users are most influential whose tweets

ere retweeted vastly. In this study they found that leftists are the

ost influential users (got highest retweets). Since positive or neg-

tive sentimental tweets have high retweetability, tweets contain-
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ing political sentiments are retweeted more and thus influence po-

litical decision. 

Retweets are not just a method of information diffusion; they

can be considered as a measure of trust between author and user.

Trust is an important factor in social network to assess the cred-

ibility of information as well as to understand the flow of infor-

mation in social network. A user retweets an author’s tweet when

he has trust on that author. Adali et al. [3] showed that user ex-

plicitly retweeting an author’s tweets is a reliable measure of trust

between two users. 

Retweet is an excellent medium of information diffusion, es-

pecially during the time of emergency. However, because of its

easy availability, during crisis time, along with important informa-

tion some rumours can also be spreading through this mechanism.

Abdullah et al. [1] did a research to explore user’s actions and

decision-making behavior on retweeting which helped them ex-

plain the reasons for spreading rumours at crisis time. According

to the survey conducted by the authors, when users just retweet

a message finding it important or marking it as favorite, there is

greater chance to spread inaccurate information. But, when users

search for further information regarding the tweet (the current sit-

uation); there is less chance to spread rumours at the time of dis-

aster. Acar and Muraki [2] also suggested that, use of official hash-

tags and provision to trace the originality of information would be

effective solution to handle misinformation as well as might in-

crease the reliability of information. 

6. Discussion and challenges 

In this survey paper, we have focused on retweet feature pro-

vided by Twitter as an information diffusion mechanism. Retweet

prediction is an important area of research due to its importance

in understanding user’s intention and approach in dispersing in-

formation. We have described the basic steps of retweet prediction

research, included the strategies used by the researchers to build

and evaluate effective retweet prediction models, and discussed

some challenges and respective measures used by the researchers

to handle those challenges. A prior knowledge about these issues

would be helpful for the future research. Our paper could serve as

a guide for the people who want to conduct research in this area.

We have included the analysis on user’s retweeting behavior to un-

derstand user’s retweeting activity. It is not easy to find out the

actual reasons behind a person’s actions. But past researches have

successfully discovered some reasons which trigger user’s retweet-

ing decision. As an easily available and efficient information dif-

fusion mechanism, retweet is used widely to spread information

during disaster or emergency cases. We have also discussed some

of these works in the paper. 

Although there have been a lot of research efforts on retweet

prediction, the prediction accuracy is far from perfect. Some of

the major challenges in this area are explained as follows. First,

retweets are very short (140 characters). Retweet itself carries only

a small amount of explicit information due to its short length.

Therefore, the challenge is to extract useful latent information from

retweet. Second, retweet network is vast. Since neighbors (fol-

lowees/friends) have good impact on user’s retweeting behavior,

analyzing the retweet network would be helpful. But the size and

complexity of this network often make the task difficult. Third,

user’s fraudulent behavior is a challenging factor when consid-

ering retweeter as information spreader; especially during emer-

gency situation it can create panic. Retweet fraud can also create

false product advertisement which might lead to wrong product

review based on Twitter data. Researchers are working on this is-

sue [20,28] , but research papers we have included here did not

deal with user’s fraudulent behavior in case of exploring retweet as

information diffusion method. Fourth challenge is recommending
weet for inactive users. Most of the past research did not include

nactive user data because there is not enough data available for

nactive user to find his preference on tweeting/retweeting deci-

ion. Researchers also assume that inclusion of inactive user’s data

ight lower model’s accuracy. However, inactive user can be po-

ential retweeter. A user not posting anything does not really im-

ly that he is not checking Twitter. It might be possible that he

s not interested in posting anything or he is not finding anything

nteresting to tweet/retweet. An effective tweet recommendation

ccording to his interest might be able to make him post tweets in

witter. Inactive user’s activeness can be checked from his chang-

ng friend list. If he is not posting anything but adding new friends,

hen it indicates that he is following friends in Twitter. Data from

is friends can be good source of information about an inactive

ser’s preference which can be used to recommend tweets for him.

ood recommendation has the ability to transform a user from in-

ctive to active. Data from third party such as other social network-

ng sites or from his online activity might also be helpful to create

nactive user’s interest profile. 

The last but not the least challenge is to identify the latent

ttitude or behavior that controls user’s retweet decision. This is

robably the most challenging task because human behavior is a

omplex puzzle that cannot be solved entirely. Researchers have

uccessfully identified some factors that influence or trigger user’s

etweeting activity, such as personality, emotion, sentiment, inter-

st similarity. But there are still many unexplored latent factors

uch as values, beliefs, views on topics. Also, some users’ interest

s static whereas for other users, it changes frequently. Finding out

he dynamics inside these changing interests, their evolution pat-

erns, and reasons behind the change are important for designing

he personalized retweet prediction model. Although Twitter data

rovides information about user’s online activities, it could be im-

ossible or unrealistic to find out all the situational and psycho-

ogical factors affecting user’s retweet decision without the knowl-

dge of the real people behind their online identities and their real

ay-to-day lives. 

. Conclusion 

In today’s world, information is regarded as the weapon for

olving many complex problems. But, conveying proper informa-

ion to its potential users is a complicated task. Online social net-

orks provide good opportunity to spread information more easily

nd reach out to a wider range of users. The main challenge for

esearchers is to find the reasons and methods to diffuse the in-

ormation in an effective manner through these online social net-

orks. In this survey paper, we have included research papers that

orked on finding the underlying reasons behind user’s intention

n spreading information as well as proposed models to predict

etweetable tweets and target/interested users. We have also dis-

ussed some open challenges in this area; exploring these unsolved

ssues would lead the researchers to build more useful and effec-

ive information diffusion model using retweets. 
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